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Abstract

The debate concerning the exact timing and causes of changes in economic leadership constitutes one of the central themes in economic history. This study aims to improve the measurement of economic performance in the United States and Western Europe (Britain, France and the Netherlands) during the long nineteenth century by constructing a new benchmark of sector productivity and new estimates of comparative GDP per capita and per worker. Our main finding is that the Anglo-Dutch and Anglo-American take-overs should be located earlier in time than suggested by the conventional Maddison database. We offer an explanation for this result by looking at differences in sectoral productivity performance as well as the different structures (sectoral employment shares) of the economy.

Introduction

Long term series of internationally comparable GDP constitute one of the cornerstones of the economic history discipline. The late Angus Maddison (1926-2010), one of the pre-eminent economic historians of the twentieth century, devoted much of his academic career to the construction and improvement of a global dataset of historical national accounts.1 His efforts
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are being continued by a large group of scholars who have committed to pursue his legacy in the so-called *Maddison Project*.\(^2\) Although few scholars, if any, consider GDP series to be a perfect measure of economic welfare at present or in the past, they remain the single-best alternative to study long-term developments in the world economy by displaying phases of growth and stagnation, and by offering a fairly comprehensive tool for comparing the economic performance of national economies at given points in time.

Users, as opposed to constructors, of historical national accounts, often do not fully recognize that the construction of GDP estimates requires substantial amounts of disaggregated data on output, income, expenditure and international trade. This implies that the process of constructing internationally comparable GDP series is, by itself, at least as worthwhile as obtaining the final results at the aggregate level. The construction-process informs researchers about the underlying structure and the disaggregated performance characteristics (comparative productivity levels) of the economy. This study exploits this advantage by building up a new, early twentieth century comparison of GDP in the United States and Western Europe from a disaggregated level. Our benchmark not only provides a check upon existing historical national accounts, but offers new insights into the relative strengths and weaknesses of the main economic sectors (e.g. agriculture, mining, manufacturing and services) for these leading industrial nations as well.

Although the research on historical national income accounts dates back to the early post-war era, with seminal studies of John Kendrick for the US, Charles Feinstein for the UK and early comparative studies by Simon Kuznets, there still remains a lot of work to be done.\(^3\) For sub-Saharan Africa, for instance, there have recently been just the first attempts to push existing post-1950 series back into the colonial era. The preliminary results of these efforts point to a considerable revision of traditional perspectives on long-term African welfare development.\(^4\) For Britain and the Netherlands, existing series for the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have only recently


been pushed back into medieval times.\textsuperscript{5} Nonetheless, the continuous work on historical national accounts does not only involve covering bare territory, it also involves improving of what is already available. Indeed, the adoption of refined methods of calculation and the use of new data sources can lead to marked changes in our views on comparative economic performance, even for those western economies that have been most thoroughly researched by economic historians. These revisions, in turn, spark off new debates on long-term economic development.

In the spirit of Angus Maddison, the key motivation for this study is to further our insights in the dynamics of long-term economic performance among some of the world’s leading economies of the past centuries. More specifically, we are interested in a more refined measurement and understanding of the British-Dutch and US-British take-over during the long nineteenth century (1780-1914). We do so by presenting a new benchmark of comparative sector productivity for the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the United States and France around the years 1907-10. The first three countries have been subsequent technological leaders from the seventeenth century until present. In addition, France provides an interesting case, as one of the largest Western European economies, which followed a rather specific path of economic and industrial development.\textsuperscript{6}

In brief, our analysis suggests that the relative position of the Dutch economy vis-à-vis the UK and US was considerably weaker than the conventional Maddison estimates indicate. This finding has important implications for the timing of the historical Anglo-Dutch take-over, which has hitherto been located in the mid-nineteenth century (see figure 1). In fact, our calculations suggest that this take-over should be situated in the late eighteenth century, instead of the mid-nineteenth century as suggested by the Maddison data. The main reason for this revision is that we find the Dutch manufacturing sector to be even more underdeveloped (in comparative terms) at the eve of World War One than previously assumed. Our second finding is that the relative strength of the American economy has been underestimated by Maddison and various other scholars. Our study suggests that the US had challenged British economic leadership in terms of relative labour productivity as well as relative income levels long before 1900, and not thereafter (see again figure 1). This finding ties into an on-going debate on the timing of the Anglo-American take-over, which we will briefly allude to below. Finally,


\textsuperscript{6} Ideally we would have included Germany in this study as well, but we have excluded this country for data constraints. These constraints can be dealt with, but warrant a separate study.
we find that our results for France are closely in line with the Maddison data and that the sector decomposition of our productivity estimates confirm the weak competitiveness of French agriculture. Given the relative importance of agriculture in nineteenth-century France, this offers additional explanatory power to the French resort to economic protectionism during the agricultural depression of the late nineteenth century (1879-1896).

As noted above, in the economic history literature the Anglo-American take-over has been subject to heated academic debate. Although this debate is partly driven by disparate methods of comparing national income and productivity levels as well as the use of different data sources, the controversy ultimately comes down to opposing views on the structural characteristics of both economies in the nineteenth century. All researchers involved agree on one central aspect, namely the huge US productivity advance in manufacturing relative to Western Europe (including the UK). The Anglo-American gap is generally considered to have been of a magnitude of 2-2.5 to 1 around the turn of the century. However, scholars such as Steve Broadberry maintain that British income levels were largely compensated for this productivity gap, prior to 1900, because of two structural features of the British economy. First, the employment shift out of agriculture had advanced much further in the UK than anywhere else. Whereas, in 1907, roughly 12 percent of the UK labour force was active in the low-productive agricultural sector, this share was still as high as 33 percent in the US. The initial British aggregate labour-productivity lead was thus the result of compositional effects rather than superior

Figure 1 Maddison’s GDP per capita series NL, UK, US, and FR (UK=100, 1800-1913)

Other scholars such as Marianne Ward and John Devereux do not refute the existence of these structural differences, but argue that they were insufficient to compensate for the Anglo-American productivity gap in the nineteenth century and that, consequently, the American take over of economic leadership occurred much earlier in time, somewhere around mid-century. Contrary to Broadberry, Ward and Devereux find a strong US productivity lead in agriculture, mining and construction in addition to the generally acknowledged productivity advance of American manufacturing.\footnote{M. Ward and J. Devereux, ‘Measuring British decline: direct versus long-span income measures’ \textit{Journal of Economic History} 63:3 (2003) 826-851; idem, ‘Relative u.k./u.s. output reconsidered: a reply to Professor Broadberry’ \textit{Journal of Economic History} 64:3 (2004) 879-891. See for a similar position L. Prados de la Escosura, ‘International comparisons of real product, 1820-1990’, \textit{Explorations in Economic History} 37 (2000) 1-41.}

The strong American performance in agriculture makes intuitive sense as it appears unlikely that the American agricultural sector was left entirely unaffected by the rapid developments in industry during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Given the strong increase in demand for agricultural goods (in particular from the textile and food and beverage industries), rising wages accompanying the labor productivity gains in industry, as well as access to cheap fertilizers, energy, farm machinery, and the abundance of land, one would expect the American agricultural sector to develop in line with the industrial sector. As noted by Habakkuk, ‘scarcity of labour ensured that, within the limits set by geology and climate, American agriculture developed along land-intensive, labour saving lines, that is, assumed high labour-productivity forms’.\footnote{H.J. Habakkuk, \textit{American and British Technology in the Nineteenth Century: The Search for Labour-saving Inventions} (Cambridge 1962) 34-37.} In addition, a substantial agrarian productivity gap would account for the deep impact of the agricultural depression in Western Europe, when markets in France, the UK and the Netherlands were flooded with cheap American and Russian grain.
In a recent study of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century social tables, Peter Lindert and Jeffrey Williamson go even further by claiming that American real income levels had already surpassed British levels before the American war of independence (1775-1783). Their conclusion is based on a benchmark comparison of real incomes of various social classes in 1774, including slave households. According to the authors, the relative income position of the US fell back in the late eighteenth century as a result of the dislocations caused by the war of independence and the gradual decline of the Southern US economy during much of the nineteenth century.10

Our study adds evidence to the revisionist view, as we confirm the high Anglo-American productivity differential for agriculture found by Ward and Devereux using newly obtained farm-gate prices. In addition, we argue that the income gap between the US and the UK was compounded by a huge productivity differential in mining, which was a non-negligible sector in both the American and British economy. Finally, we argue, in line with Lindert and Williamson, that it is difficult to pinpoint the American take-over to one particular period in time, as we show a remarkable similarity in economic standing during the two closing decades of the nineteenth century.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In the next section we discuss some of the details of the methods and sources we have used to obtain our new benchmark estimate. We then proceed to present our main results. Subsequently, we discuss the main implications of our results for the existing views on changing economic leadership in the nineteenth century and finish with a brief conclusion.

Methodology

The main aim of this section is to introduce the reader into the basic methods, sources and motivations for creating historical benchmarks of output (GDP) and productivity. In addition, we explain – avoiding the use of too many technical details – why we have chosen to work on the basis of the so-called ‘industry-of-origin’ approach and have selected 1910 as a benchmark year.

An international comparison of productivity levels essentially examines the ratios of output to inputs (e.g. employment, machinery, etc.) between two (or more) national economies.11 For the production of well-defined, interna-

tionally comparable products a straightforward way to obtain these output ratios is to directly compare physical output, or *quantity relatives* (e.g. volume or weight). Productivity in the coke industry, for instance, can be simply gauged from the volume of output per worker; when an employee in country A is able to produce 100 tons of coke over the course of a year while the average employee in country B produces 200 tons, the ‘physical labour productivity’ in country A is half that of country B. However, as noted by Inklaar and Timmer, the direct comparison of physical units of output for the measurement of productivity is only possible for a specified product or a closely related group of products. Consequently, this greatly limits the quantity approach’s ability to estimate productivity for firms or industries producing a wide array of heterogeneous goods or services, which is always the case when comparing productivity at the industry or total economy level. At this level, one is also more likely to have access to figures on the total values rather than quantities of output and inputs.

To compare the value of production requires a conversion factor that expresses the output values of countries A and B into a common currency. The most direct way is to use the official exchange rate. However, the use of exchange rates can substantially underestimate levels of national income and product in less-developed countries. Exchange rates only reflect the comparative price levels of tradable goods and service in an economy, ignoring the price movements of non-tradable commodities and services. In addition, exchange rates tend to be affected by capital movements and speculation on the currency markets, which may lead to exchange rates volatility. Finally, exchange rates may suffer from prolonged over- or undervaluation as a result of deliberate trade policies and, therefore, offer a biased indication of purchasing power.

A widely used alternative is a conversion measure based on the relative prices of products and services produced or consumed *within* the countries under comparison. Such a measure is often referred to as a Purchasing Power Parity (PPP). A PPP systematically weighs the prices of a selection of products and services in any pair of economies and, by doing so, offers a conversion measure that allows one to express levels of output or income in the currency of a single (base) country. Most of the benchmark studies – most notably the

---

work done under the auspices of the International Comparison Project (ICP) by the United Nations—develop PPPs using the expenditure approach. Here, for a certain benchmark year, the relative price level is derived by gathering lists of (average) consumer prices for a sample of final demand products across countries. For example, the relative price level of a haircut in France is compared to the price of a haircut in the United States. The PPP is then defined as the ratio of these prices. If, for example, a haircut cost 30 francs in France and 10 dollars in the US the PPP (expressed in dollars) is equal to 3 (30/10=3). Typically, in expenditure studies, the PPPs for various final consumer products are aggregated to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) level and used to compare total output.

The expenditure approach establishes a direct link between comparative income levels and consumption possibilities, making these estimates particularly well suited for international comparisons of income and living standards. However, for the international comparison of productivity and economic performance in general, a direct comparison of output at the industry level is preferable. Previous studies have shown that large cross-industry differences exist in the relative prices levels, obviating the need for industry-specific PPPs. One of the drawbacks of using expenditure PPPs for this purpose is that they are based solely on final consumer products, thus ignoring the relative price levels of intermediate goods which can make up as much as half of total output for some industries. In addition, the expenditure PPPs are influenced by imports, trade margins, domestic taxes and the cost of transportation, which may create a substantial bias in the retail price levels as opposed to the recorded farm or factory-gate values of products.

Alternatively, the industry-of-origin approach can be applied. In line with the expenditure approach, the industry-of-origin approach computes PPPs on the basis of (average) prices. The main difference is that the industry-of-origin approach derives the relative price levels from output data at the producer level.

We opt for the industry-of-origin approach because this method is better suited to draw inferences about economic performance and changes in economic leadership, as opposed to comparing living standards. In addition, by opting for the industry-of-origin approach we are able to break down GDP and estimate the comparative performance at both the industry as well as the total economy level, using industry-specific PPPs that convert sector or branch-level output into a common currency. As we will show below, these disaggregate productivity levels prove to be instrumental in explaining the forces behind first the British and then the American cycle of catch-up, taking-over and forging ahead.

Long-run time-series

Maddison’s dataset is based on an international price comparisons for the benchmark year 1990. He relies on the expenditure approach described above and expresses his GDP series in so-called international dollars using these 1990 PPPs. Time-series of GDP are then obtained by backward and forward extrapolation of the individual series, adjusting for annual GDP growth (or decline) and changes in domestic price levels (inflation or deflation).

While relying on just one benchmark year for the conversion of long-run GDP series to a common currency – as opposed to constructing direct benchmarks for each year individually – saves an enormous amount of additional research, the major drawback of this approach is that the potential margin of error widens the further one gets into the past. There are at least three reasons for this. Firstly, the deflators used by national statistical offices to adjust time-series of national income do not contain the same products and services as captured by the 1990 PPPs. Secondly, the type of commodities and services that are being consumed or produced shifts over time. For instance, a 1990 PPP may contain consumer prices of a mid-sized family car, a personal computer and a vacuum cleaner, commodities that did either not exist (or were of a complete different quality) in 1900, let alone 1800 or 1500! Thirdly, time-series always contain major breaks for periods where price, income or production data is scarce or non-existent. For the twentieth-century GDP series, for instance, there are gaps during the two World Wars. In addition, for the accurate measurement of inflation occasional bouts of hyperinflation or a change in currency (e.g. introduction of the euro) may lead to further biases.

To accommodate these concerns we created a new PPP benchmark for the year 1909/10, providing us with a new point of reference just before World War One, and at the end of a long period of relative price stability in the Western economies. Without doubt, the products that we were able to include in our PPP estimates offer a much more accurate reflection of production patterns in the nineteenth century than the 1990 expenditure PPPs that are currently in use. This new early 20th century benchmark allows us to check the validity of existing long term series from the Maddison database and to adjust the existing series with the new conversion factor at hand.

Sources

We have calculated average farm and factory gate prices from the values and quantities of the products reported in official agricultural, mining and manufacturing production censuses. These surveys contain detailed information on quantities and values of produced items, average prices, gross output, intermediate input and employment, enabling us to construct labour productivity comparisons bottom-up. For the United States we based our analysis
on the Thirteenth Census of the United States taken in the year 1910, published by the Bureau of the Census of the U.S. Department of Commerce and the Mineral Resources of the United States published by the Department of the Interior as part of the United States Geological Survey. For the United Kingdom we relied primarily on the First Census of Production of 1907 published under the census of production act of 1906. The data for the Netherlands was taken from the Verslag over den Landbouw in Nederland 1910 and the Statistiek van de voortbrenging en het Verbruik der Nederlandsche Nijverheid in 1913 en 1916 published by the Department of Agriculture (Departement van Landbouw) and the National Statistical Office (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek). For France we based our analysis on the Evaluation de la Production published by the Chambers of Commerce (1910) and the Statistiques Administratives (1912). In addition we relied on the Annuaire Statistique de la France for 1908 and the summary tables of 1966. A complete overview of sources used can be found in the appendix.

Business cycle and capacity utilization effects can have a significant influence on the measurement of output and productivity levels for a particular year. However, as the countries included were all in a comparable state of economic growth at that time, we believe that for our purposes the years 1909/1910 are suitable for a fair comparison. In addition, the detailed source data required for this type of analysis is largely available for these years, or some years sufficiently close (see the appendix). As already mentioned above, the censuses do not refer to exactly the same year and they are not completely comparable in coverage. The British census of 1907, the American census of 1910 and the Dutch census of 1913 provide an almost complete coverage of agriculture, mining and manufacturing. The two French censuses for 1910/12 and 1912/13 consist of several investigations for single industries and do not provide the same coverage as for the other countries. Nonetheless, additional sources for France, such as the studies of Markovitch, Toutain and Dormois enabled us to apply our PPP estimates to value added estimates at a sector and total economy level. Where necessary we used existing price indices to extrapolate price data backwards or forwards to our 1909/10 benchmark.

---

Main results

This section discusses our main results. Table 1 presents our PPP estimates for agriculture, mining, manufacturing and the combined PPP for agriculture and industry; the latter also including construction. These relative prices were constructed on the basis of 149 different products in the case of the Anglo-American comparison, 66 in the case of the Netherlands and 59 for the France-US comparison. The sample of products in this study ranges from wheat to pig meat for the agricultural sector, iron ore to petroleum in mining and jute yarn to sulphuric acid in manufacturing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exchange rate</th>
<th>UK (£/$)</th>
<th>NL (Dfl/$)</th>
<th>FR (Ffr/$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metals &amp; machinery</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles, leather &amp; clothing</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, drink &amp; tobacco</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: agriculture &amp; industry</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: see appendix A.

The number of product-matches for each individual sector are shown in the last three columns of table 1. Overall, for the Anglo-American comparison, the products included in our benchmark comparison covered nearly 90 percent of total gross output in the UK and approximately 70 percent in the US for both the agriculture and mining sectors. This so-called coverage ratio was substantially lower for the manufacturing sector, however, which is explained by the

20. All the underlying data that we used to produce the results shown in this section can be obtained via the authors. Please send an email with a data-request to pieter.woltjer@wur.nl.
21. Note that the PPPs are based on 1909 prices in the case of manufacturing and 1910 prices in the case of agriculture and mining. The first row of table 1 lists the 1910 exchange rate (which was identical to 1909).
22. A complete list of products included in the calculation of the PPPs can be found in the appendix to E. Frankema, J.P. Smits and P. Woltjer ‘Comparing Productivity in the Netherlands, France, UK and US, ca. 1910: A new PPP benchmark and its implications for changing economic leadership’, *GGDC Research Memorandum 113* (2010).
greater heterogeneity of products in this sector, as well as the unique national character and qualitative differences of some of the commodities produced. Nonetheless, we were able to cover well over 30 percent of the American and 40 percent of British manufacturing output. For the comparison between the Netherlands and the US we covered approximately 50 percent of output in agriculture and mining and close to 20 percent in manufacturing. The French coverage ratios for the agricultural, mining and manufacturing sectors were 30, 80 and 15 percent respectively. Generally, this is comparable to coverage ratios found in previous pre-war productivity studies.23

Table 1 demonstrates that substantial relative price differences existed between industries during this period and shows how these related to the official exchange rate (presented in the upper row). In the three Western European countries the mining products, which primarily consisted of coal, were rather expensive as compared to the US. In France and the UK agricultural products were also quite expensive, especially when compared to the relative price level of manufactured goods. In contrast, the differences between the producer prices of agricultural and manufactured commodities in the Netherlands were relatively small.

How do our PPP estimates compare to other existing estimates? O’Brien and Keyder constructed a total economy PPP for their Anglo-French comparison of nineteenth century economic development. Their PPP is based on a selection of only six representative commodities; i.e. beef, wheat, coal, flour, pig iron and cotton yarn. For the period 1905-1913 their France-UK PPP was estimated at 29.0 (using French output weights) and 29.8 (on the basis of UK weights), which is in line with our implied PPP estimate of 30.5 French francs per British Pound (matched via the US benchmark).24 In an unpublished working paper Burger presented industry PPPs for the US, Netherlands and France using the UK as base country. Transforming his PPPs to US dollar based estimates we find comparable results for the Anglo-American comparison; Burger, for instance, reported a PPP of 0.19 £/$ for industry while we find a relative price level of around 0.20 £/$. For the Netherlands and France the differences are somewhat larger. We find an industry PPP of around 2.04 Dfl/$ for the Netherlands against 2.44 Dfl/$ according to Burger. For France the difference between our own estimate and Burger’s is around 10 percent (4.67 against 5.18 Ffr/$ for total industry).25

A further decomposition of the manufacturing sector offers additional insights in the price structure of the four economies. Table 1 shows that the relative price differences across the manufacturing branches were quite substantial as well, especially in the Netherlands and France. Such price differences testify to a specific pattern of industrial specialisation which will become even more evident when we discuss the labour productivity comparisons further below. The Dutch case offers the best example. Considering the official exchange rate of 2.49 Dfl/$ (see table 1) it appears that the Dutch food and textile trades managed to produce at competitive price levels, while the chemical and metal trades were way too expensive to be internationally competitive. The observed price differences within the manufacturing sector show that the use of a uniform currency converter, such as the official exchange rate, will not generate accurate productivity comparisons at branch or sector level since it rules out the possibility of inter-industry price differences.

Comparative labour productivity

What new light do these PPP estimates shed on international labour productivity comparisons? Table 2 presents the comparative labour productivity estimates with the US as base country. Unsurprisingly, our results confirm the existence of a large transatlantic productivity gap in industry. This phenomenon has been extensively documented in the economic historical literature. US industrial productivity levels were about 220 percent of the UK, 240 percent of France and 350 percent of the Netherlands. The intra-European productivity gaps were substantial as well, with the UK having a productivity lead of roughly 50 percent over the Netherlands and France in agriculture and industry combined. However, the industrial productivity gap between France

and Britain was far less dramatic. Nonetheless, the British economy was considerably ahead in terms of structural change with a far more specialized agricultural sector. Around 1910 only 12 percent of the British labour force was engaged in agriculture, whereas this share was closer to 30 percent in the Netherlands and as high as 41 percent in France. Having a large portion of its labour force tied down in the low-productive agricultural sector dragged down the average productivity level in both the Netherlands and France.

### Table 2 Comparative labour productivity, US, UK, NL and FR (ca. 1910)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UK/US</th>
<th>NL/US</th>
<th>FR/US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metals &amp; machinery</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles, leather &amp; clothing</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, drink &amp; tobacco</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: agriculture &amp; industry</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: see appendix A.

So far our findings are in line with a large body of literature discussing the comparative advantages of the Western European economies during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. For instance, it clarifies the French policy choice for agricultural protectionism in an era of globalisation. It squares with the evolution of a specialised agro-commercial economy in the Netherlands in an era of rapid industrialisation in its neighbour countries.

---

And our results also underscore the Dutch economy as a coal-poor economy.\footnote{32. B. Gales, Ondergronds bovengronds. Techniek en markt van de Limburgse steenkolenmijnbouw gedurende de achttiende en negentiende eeuw (Capelle aan de IJssel 2002).} Considering the Anglo-French productivity comparison it is remarkable to see how close our estimates are to the 1978 results of O’Brien and Keyder, who estimated French industrial labour productivity in the years 1905-1913 to be somewhere between 94 to 98 percent of the British level.\footnote{33. Our 1910 estimate for industry shows a comparative French productivity level of approximately 91 percent of the UK, see table 2.}

The difference with the results reported by Dormois is larger though. Dormois finds French industrial productivity levels at 32 of the US level in 1909, against 41 percent in our estimation.\footnote{34. Dormois, ‘Tracking the elusive French productivity lag’, 7-8.} As we rely on Dormois’ value added and employment estimates, this gap must be fully attributed to the different currency conversion methods applied.\footnote{35. A small part of the difference is due to the inclusion of mining in Dormois’ comparison, which we treat separately in this paper.} Dormois uses the official exchange rate to convert French industrial labour productivity into US dollars for 1909.
However, as we have argued above, considering the large inter-industry price differences we find this approach difficult to defend.

Compared to the work on the Anglo-American productivity comparison the picture is mixed. Our UK-US manufacturing productivity level of 42 is lower than the estimate of 49 reported by Broadberry and Irwin, but both these estimates confirm the existence of a large transatlantic productivity gap for manufacturing in the early twentieth century, as previously discussed.\(^{36}\) Britain’s falling behind the US during the nineteenth century has traditionally been explained by differences in factor and resource endowments as well as demand patterns.\(^{37}\) The abundance of land and natural resources in the US gave rise to more capital- and resource-intensive production, a process which was further facilitated by a relatively homogenous demand for goods.\(^{38}\) In contrast, in Britain natural resources were scarce while skilled labour was in ample supply, providing an incentive to economize on fixed capital in the form of machinery.\(^{39}\)

However, the role played by resources in the Anglo-American manufacturing productivity gap is underscored by the relatively high Anglo-American PPP we find for agriculture and particularly mining – the sectors providing the bulk of resources and inputs for production in manufacturing – presented in table 1, and it is here that our results deviate from part of the literature. We find a substantially greater Anglo-American productivity gap in mining than Broadberry and Irwin. We appraise British value added per worker at 38 percent of the American level, while Broadberry and Irwin cite an estimate of 62 percent. The main source for the discrepancy between both benchmark estimates is the method of productivity comparison. Broadberry and Irwin rely on ‘quantity relatives’ and estimate comparative productivity in mining solely on the basis of the physical production of coal and iron ore. Even though coal and iron ore comprise the bulk of output and employment in this sector, by focusing solely on these two items Broadberry and Irwin ignore the contribution of other upcoming mining products, most notably gas and fuel oils (e.g. petroleum).\(^{40}\)

The superior performance of the American mining sector can, in part, be explained by the sheer quantity and quality of natural resources in this country. For the coal-mining sector, McCloskey shows that the ‘American seams were generally thicker, closer to the surface, freer from faults, flatter and drier

\(^{37}\) Habakkuk, American and British technology, 122; Broadberry, The productivity race, 3.
\(^{38}\) Broadberry, ‘Technology leadership’, 291.
\(^{40}\) International Labour Office, The world coal-mining industry (Geneva 1938) 33-36.
than British seams.  


44. Broadberry and Irwin estimate British productivity in agriculture to have been 92 percent of the American level; see, Broadberry and Irwin, ‘Labor productivity’, 261.


our estimate of 64£.47 The higher estimate by Broadberry is the result of his choice to exclude the agricultural production in Ireland from his productivity estimate. This, however, is inconsistent with the definition used by Feinstein as well as the industrial benchmark.48 We reincorporated Irish production and employment in the productivity figures and made a (minor) revision to the relative Anglo-American price levels listed by Broadberry.49

These adjustments to the productivity estimates listed above are not only in line with those suggested in a recent paper by Ward and Devereux, they also substantiate Habakkuk’s claim of relatively high levels of productivity in American agriculture.50 In his monograph, Habakkuk argues that during the nineteenth century ‘American improvements in agriculture took the form primarily of increasing output per head and the increase initially was probably more rapid than in industry; in England on the other hand, agricultural improvement was devoted primarily to increasing yields per acre’.51 Reflecting his well-known thesis for industry, Habakkuk contends that the abundance of resources and scarcity of (skilled) labour in the US forced American farmers to pursue capital-intensive methods of production. Machinery and particularly land were substituted for labour, resulting in high levels of labour productivity. The importance of labour-saving innovations also features prominently in subsequent accounts of the American agricultural development, stressing the relative productivity of this sector in international perspective.52 Furthermore, Olmstead and Rhode demonstrate the importance of biological innovations in the form of improved crops and livestock.53 These biological innovations allowed the farm frontier to be pushed to the drier and harsher West and North, continuously expanding the available land for cultivation. This depressed the price of farmland in relation to labour even further. These developments allowed American agriculture to become regionally specialized, reaping all the benefits of returns-to-scale and raising productivity levels in the process.

The labour productivity comparisons for the five manufacturing branches (table 2) shows that in the Netherlands the comparative productivity gap between the heavy industries such as the metal and chemical trades and the

48. Feinstein, National income, 8-10.
51. Habakkuk, American and British technology, 11-14.
52. W. Hayami and V. Ruttan, Agricultural development: an international perspective (Baltimore 1985) 16.
lighter industries such as textiles and foodstuffs loomed large. Labour productivity in the food producing industries was, on average and relative to the US, more than twice as high as in the metal industries and even three times as high as in the chemical industries. It reveals the defects of the Dutch industrial sector during the nineteenth century: a complete absence of competitive heavy industries. Dutch manufacturing was based on the linkages it could establish with the specialised agricultural sector (food industries) and the colonial relationships with the Dutch Indies (textiles).54 Only during the interwar years did the Dutch manufacturing sector experience a strong phase of catch-up growth and diversification enhanced by the rapid adoption of electricity.55 The Anglo-American figures confirm that American producers excelled in the production of durable goods (e.g. metal, engineering and wood products), while the British manufactures were relatively productive in the non-durable industries (e.g. food, textile and chemicals). As noted by Broadberry, these industry-specific productivity results are broadly in line with the figures on revealed comparative advantage in British and American manufacturing trade by Crafts and Thomas.56 In contrast, in France the chemical industry was comparatively weak, about 32 percent of the US level, while the textile industries did comparatively well, roughly 46 percent of the US level.

Structural differences

A more detailed analysis of the productivity gap between the US and the three Western European countries in manufacturing also sheds new light on the impact of 'structural' and 'compositional' differences. Standard economic theory predicts that in an open economy setting countries tend to specialise in activities in which they have a comparative advantage. In the hypothetical case that the employment structure of the UK, Netherlands and France would have been exactly identical to the US, 'compositional' differences are zero and would not affect the aggregate manufacturing productivity gap. Yet, in reality, The French and British textile industry employed respectively 46 and 37 percent of the manufacturing labour force against 26 percent in the US. And while the US food industry employed only 11 percent, in the Netherlands this share was 35 percent of the manufacturing workforce.

54. Smits et al., Dutch GNP, 40-45; Van Zanden and Van Riel, Strictures of inheritance, 295-304.
55. The most comprehensive account available of this process is offered by the H. de Jong, Catching up twice: the nature of Dutch industrial growth during the twentieth century in a comparative perspective (Berlin 2003) 160.
To find out how large the effects of industrial specialisation on the productivity comparison are, table 3 repeats the manufacturing productivity comparison of table 2 in the last column, based on the geometric average of the employment distribution in the base economy and the comparison economy (Fisher). The columns above report the comparative productivity levels using the employment distribution of the US (Laspeyres) and the comparison country (Paasche).

**Table 3** The effects of the employment structure on comparative labour productivity in manufacturing: US, UK, NL and FR (ca. 1910)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UK/US</th>
<th>NL/US</th>
<th>FR/US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laspeyres (US weights)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paasche (own country weights)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher (geometric average)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: see appendix A.

Table 3 shows that all three countries reveal higher productivity levels vis-à-vis the US when we use their own employment distribution. It can thus be argued that, again in relation to the US, the Western European economies indeed specialised in a ‘rational’ way, that is, according to their comparative advantages. Given the small differences observed for the UK and France we should not make too much of this conclusion though. More interesting, however, is the compositional effect on labour productivity in the notably smaller and more open economy of the Netherlands: using a Laspeyres or Paasche PPP makes a difference of nearly 10 percentage points in estimated manufacturing productivity! This again supports the view that the industrialisation process in the Netherlands before World War One was based on developing some niches, rather than an encompassing industrial sector. We will see in the next section that missing the boat during the first and second industrial revolutions put the Dutch economy in a more backward position than existing comparative estimates of GDP per capita suggest, despite the strong performance of the Dutch in services.

**Total economy and long-run implications**

Until now this study focused on agriculture, mining and industry- the goods producing sectors of the economy. However, in our attempts to chart the relative strength of the various economies at the eve of World War one, the service sector needs to be taken into account as well. Table 4 summarizes the main findings from the previous section and includes estimates for services made
by Burger and Smits.\textsuperscript{57} These data are aggregated in order to get an idea of international differences in economy-wide labour productivity as well as variations in \textit{GDP} per capita.

\textbf{Table 4} Comparative productivity and income, \textit{us}, \textit{uk}, \textit{nl} and \textit{fr} (ca. 1910)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>\textit{uk}/\textit{us}</th>
<th>\textit{nl}/\textit{us}</th>
<th>\textit{fr}/\textit{us}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{GDP} per worker</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{GDP} per capita</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: see appendix A.

Burger and Smits constructed their service sector productivity estimates based on an industry-of-origin approach for transport (railways), communication, trade, government and other (personal) services. Their estimates were derived from the relative prices of transportation (freight rates as well as tariffs for passengers), the prices of postal items, telegrams and telephone calls as well as average trade margins for the trade sector. Burger and Smits used two different sets of estimates for government and other (personal) services. In one set the differences in real wages were used as an indication of comparative levels of labour productivity for these types of services, assuming perfect market conditions. In the second set of estimates these two branches within the service sector were set at 100, assuming no international productivity differences. It seems that the overall comparative productivity levels for the service sector at large are hardly affected by these different methods of estimation.

The main conclusion that can be drawn from table 4 is that international disparities in productivity in the service sector were much lower than they were in the goods-producing sectors. Including services in the total economy comparison thus results in a much higher degree of convergence around 1910 than suggested by the combined estimates for agriculture and industry. The addition of services raises the French economy-wide productivity levels with 9, the British with 15 and the Dutch with 18 percentage points versus the \textit{us}.

Table 5 compares our new results with previous attempts to measure the differences in \textit{GDP} per capita between the four countries. Our industry-of-

origin estimates are compared with expenditure-based productivity calculations by Ward and Devereux. Besides, for the UK, also the Broadberry and Irwin estimates (both industry-of-origin and expenditure based calculations) are included. Moreover, the estimates are compared with the various versions of the Maddison dataset expressed in 1970, 1985 and 1990 dollars.

Table 5 Different approaches to estimate comparative levels of GDP per capita, US, UK, NL and FR (ca. 1910)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>NL</th>
<th>FR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This study</td>
<td>industry-of-origin</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward &amp; Devereux</td>
<td>expenditure</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>82/92</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadberry &amp; Irwin</td>
<td>quantity relatives</td>
<td>1909/11</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadberry &amp; Irwin</td>
<td>expenditure</td>
<td>1909/11</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maddison</td>
<td>1990 GK$</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maddison</td>
<td>1985 GK$</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maddison</td>
<td>1970 GK$</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Ward and Devereux, “New perspectives” (92, 63 and 67) and “Measuring British decline” (82); Broadberry and Irwin, “Labour productivity”; Maddison, Phases of capitalist development (1970$); Maddison, Dynamic Forces (1980$) and Maddison, The world economy (1990$).

For all three Western European countries our GDP per capita estimates are lower than hitherto suggested in the literature. For France the differences are between 0 and 11 percent. For the UK our estimate amounts to 77 percent, which is 14 to 21 percent below the Broadberry and Irwin estimate. However, our Anglo-American figure is perfectly in line with Ward and Devereux’s figures once we take the difference in benchmark year (1905 versus 1910) into account (see figure 2 below). Yet, the largest difference we find is for the Netherlands. The most recent Maddison data point at an income level of 76 percent of that of the United States. The expenditure based estimate of Ward and Devereux stands much lower at 63 percent and our new industry-of-origin figure measures a relative income level of only 52 percent. Interestingly, the Maddison estimates expressed in 1985 and 1970 dollars are in all cases closer to our new benchmark estimate, suggesting that they reflect the relative prices of 1910 better than the 1990 PPPs.

58. This estimate ‘92’ is taken from a yet unpublished working paper presented at the International Economic History Congress 2006, in Helsinki. We would like to thank the authors for permission to cite their paper. See Ward and Devereux, ‘New perspectives on international standards of living in the late nineteenth century’, paper presented at XIV Economic History Congress (Helsinki 2006).
Implications for the debate on changing economic leadership

This final section focuses on the implications of our results for the debate concerning the timing of the Anglo-Dutch and American-Anglo take over during the long nineteenth century.

The Anglo-American take over

The discussion on the timing of the economic overtaking of the US during the nineteenth and early twentieth century has been quite intense. In his 1997 and 1998 articles Broadberry argued that the United States overtook the United Kingdom in the 1900s. In 2003 this view has been contested by Ward and Devereux who, on the basis of brand-new expenditure PPP estimates, maintained that already in the 1870s the relative level of GDP per capita of the US was higher than that of the UK. Prados de la Escosura even argued that the US was already ahead of the UK in the first half of the nineteenth century. However, in subsequent publications Broadberry and Broadberry and Irwin maintained their view that the economic overtaking of the United States cannot be dated as early as Ward and Devereux suggest.

A backward projection of our benchmark estimates on existing time-series presented in figure 2 adds evidence to the revisionist view, although it also suggests that the takeover may be more difficult to pin-point to a single decade than hitherto has been assumed. For the time series we rely on figures by Maddison, allowing us to compare the extrapolated GDP per capita figures against the Anglo-American comparative per capita income figures by Broadberry and Irwin.

The estimates by Broadberry and Irwin show a substantial British lead in per capita income terms between 1870 and 1890. According to their estimates, the US overtook the UK in GDP per capita between 1900 and 1910. Our benchmark extrapolation dates the overtaking considerably earlier. We find that around 1870 the UK enjoyed a small lead in per capita income terms.

60. Ward and Devereux, ‘Measuring British decline’, 840.
By 1880 this lead had dissipated and between 1880 to 1900 the US level of GDP per capita remained roughly on par with the UK. During the first three decades of the twentieth century, however, the US charged ahead and the income gap widened to nearly 60 percent in the 1920s.

Particularly the substantial US lead in agriculture and industry, which we observe in our 1910 benchmark, provides firm evidence for a strong overall lead in total economy productivity. Our study adds evidence to the revisionist view by Ward and Devereux, as we confirm the high Anglo-American productivity differential for agriculture as explained in more detail above. In addition, the Anglo-American income gap was widened further by the substantial productivity differential in mining, which was a non-negligible sector in both the American and British economy. However, as argued by Broadberry, differences in the employment structure between both economies did play a role in the relative income and productivity differentials. The low share of British employees in the agricultural sector provided Britain with a structural advantage that substantially reduced the gap in the overall level of productivity between the US and the UK.

Even though our new estimate of relative GDP per capita is very similar to the early twentieth century benchmark by Ward and Devereux, the long-run trend illustrated in figure 2 does not correspond well to their nineteenth century expenditure benchmarks either. Ward and Devereux show the US leading in terms of income per capita as early as 1872. In addition, they estimate a considerable gap in relative income levels between the US and the UK.
throughout the 1872-1905 period. On the basis of our new benchmark and time-series evidence, we come to the conclusion that this appears to overstate the actual relative American income level in comparison to the UK. This difference should be attributed to our different choice of method, as Ward and Devereux rely on final consumer prices using the expenditure approach, whereas our estimates are based on the industry-of-origin approach.

Nevertheless, our 1910 benchmark confirms the existence of a large gap in comparative productivity between the US and the UK in agriculture and industry and provides strong evidence for a sizable American advantage in terms of GDP per worker and GDP per capita at the start of the twentieth century.

The Anglo-Dutch take over

Our results also shed a new light on the comparative productivity performance of the UK versus the Netherlands. According to the Maddison data it was only after mid-century that the UK overtook the Netherlands in terms of income per head of population. The backwards extrapolation of our new benchmark provides a long-run view in comparative economic strength which we believe is more plausible. Table 6 presents the differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Maddison</th>
<th>This study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1820</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In the early eighteenth century the Dutch Republic still enjoyed higher levels of income per head of population than the UK. However, we find that the income lead of the Dutch was much smaller (34 against 62 percent) than suggested by Maddison. Besides, a backwards extrapolation of our time-series, based on Maddison’s time series, indicates that already before the 1820s the British economy had forged ahead in terms of relative income levels. Our estimates are more in line with the Dutch historiography claiming that output levels plummeted in the Dutch Republic during the last quarter of the eighteenth century. Van Zanden and Van Riel label the Dutch economy and its underlying technological and institutional basis as ‘obsolete’ in this peri-
For similar reasons de Vries and Van der Woude locate the take-over of England (note: not the UK!) around 1790.66

Data on comparative labour productivity at an industry level may shed more light on the timing of the change in economic leadership. First of all, the figures for Dutch manufacturing in table 7 point out the huge ‘productivity problem’ in this sector of the economy. The levels of comparative productivity in manufacturing were rather low around 1850 and they hardly showed any increase in the period up to 1910. The poor productivity performance can be explained from the slow and limited adoption of steam power in Dutch manufacturing.67 Traditional sources of energy, like wind, water and horsepower prevailed. These technologies had remained unchanged from the seventeenth century until about the 1850s.68

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Agriculture</th>
<th>Manufact.</th>
<th>Total Industry</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Trade</th>
<th>Total Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1849/51</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1859/61</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1869/71</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879/81</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889/91</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899/01</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909/11</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: tables 2 and 4; Smits et al., Dutch GNP

The reason for the limited use of steam power was two-fold. First, levels of aggregate domestic demand were so low that traditional types of production (i.e. based on the use of wind- and water power) retained their cost advantage over the introduction of steam engines characterised by high initial fixed costs.69 But even more important, in the industries in which the Dutch economy had strongly specialised, such as the food-processing industries, the use

---

68. Jansen, De industriële ontwikkeling.
of steam power proved difficult for technological reasons because of a lack of feasible scale economies.\footnote{H.W. Lintsen et al, *Geschiedenis van de techniek in Nederland. De wording van een moderne samenleving, 1800-1890* (Zutphen 1992) 269-271.}

Other branches of the economy performed better. Midway the nineteenth century the Dutch level of labour productivity in agriculture as well as that of services was on par with the British level. The latter was especially due to the strong performance of the Dutch trade sector, which had a level of labour productivity which was substantially higher than in the U.K. Indeed, agriculture and services had been the two main pillars on which the economy of the Dutch Republic had been built in its Golden Age.

Both of these branches witnessed a steady decline in comparative productivity rates vis-à-vis the US as well as the UK throughout the second half of the nineteenth century however. For agriculture the declining levels of comparative labour productivity can at least partly be explained from the already high levels of productivity which were attained in the early nineteenth century:

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image.png}
\caption{Potato starch factory ‘Hollandia’ at Nieuw-Buinen (Groningen province), established in 1898. Early Dutch manufacturing industry specialised mostly in the lighter industries, such as food, beverages and textiles, and were often embedded in the rural areas of the country. Source: http://www.terapelercourant.nl/tag/hollandia/; this picture from 1960.}
\end{figure}
Dutch agriculture had already reached its efficiency frontier. The agricultural sector became strongly commercialised and export-oriented from the late Middle Ages onwards. De Vries explains the high levels of productivity in farming in the early modern period in terms of a deliberate process of specialisation. The scope for further increases in labour productivity was limited, as the slow increases in agricultural output per worker indeed show.

For services the explanation of a poor comparative productivity performance in the second half of the nineteenth century is less straightforward. Also in this case the levels of comparative productivity were initially quite high. But these high levels of labour productivity cannot be ascribed to the ‘modern’ or efficient features of the Dutch service sector, on the contrary. They were rather a symptom of the pre-modern (and sometimes even archaic) way in which the domestic trade and transport industries were organised, built on intimate relationships between regional, national and international staple markets. The main aim of these staple markets was to keep stocks up so as to be able to supply goods to the hinterland whenever necessary. Within this intricate trade system with its many middlemen who all enjoyed monopolies on their specific types of trade, huge trade margins could be realised. The same applied to the domestic transport system which until the first half of the nineteenth century was bound by strict rules and under the control of city councils which guaranteed entrepreneurs in the shipping high freight rates. All in all, the specific institutions built around the trade and transport sector ensured people working in services with high incomes.

From the 1870s onwards the comparative Dutch labour productivity in trade and transport showed a significant relative decline as can be seen from table 7. Especially in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, when due to infrastructural improvements and better communication technologies there was less need for intermediate trade, more direct trade relations between producers and consumers were established. This resulted in declining trade margins, reflected in lower levels of labour productivity for the trade sector. It was only from the 1890s onwards, when the ‘old institutions’ of the Dutch

---

73. Smits, *Technological change, institutional development and economic growth in Dutch agriculture, 1870-1939*, in: P. Lains V. Pinilla *Agriculture and economic development in Europe since 1870* (London 2009). However, huge gains were made in terms of land productivity, as land became the scarcest factor of production. Output per hectare showed a strong increase throughout the second half of the nineteenth century. Even though levels of labour productivity did not increase that much, around 1910 the Dutch farmers were among the most productive in terms of land productivity.
Republic had been broken down, that a new phase of productivity growth started in trade and transport. But in this case, productivity growth was not boosted by protection and monopolistic pricing, but by organisational change and technological innovation (especially in the transport sector), a process of innovation that had set in much earlier in the leading economies of the UK and the US.

Conclusion

In terms of its empirical contribution this study is the first we know of to have systematically applied an industry-of-origin approach to an international comparison of labour productivity between Western Europe and the United States for a pre-World War One benchmark year, including all sectors of the economy. It complements the extensive work that has been undertaken on the UK-US comparison and it has cleared some uncovered terrain for the Netherlands and France. This article has made a deliberate distinction between a presentation of the main results, focusing on the productivity estimates for agriculture and industry between the four countries, and the total economy and long run implications which always tend to be of a more tentative nature.

The main results demonstrate that the Atlantic productivity gap around 1910 extended to nearly all goods producing sectors of the economy. Also in the UK, agricultural productivity did not keep pace with the US, implying that the differences in the sector structure of the British economy played an important role in the intra-European productivity gap. For France we have documented a considerable difference in the international competitiveness of its manufacturing sector versus a large (in terms of employment shares) but much more vulnerable agricultural sector. The uneven development of Dutch manufacturing, with its strong bias towards lighter industries, underlines the importance of so-called compositional effects.

Even though the international disparity in levels of labour productivity in services was not as large as in agriculture and manufacturing, our estimates nevertheless point at less convergence in total national income and productivity levels on the eve of World War One than the Maddison estimates suggest. Applying the new benchmark estimates for 1910 to long term projections of GDP per capita and GDP per worker back into the nineteenth century reveals an interesting new perspective on the dynamics of comparative long-term economic development. It rejects the view of Broadberry and Irwin that the UK maintained an income lead until the closing decades of the nineteenth century and lends support to Ward and Devereux’s revisionist view. Our results also indicate that the Dutch lost their economic leadership already before 1820 and not after 1850, as suggested by the Maddison data.
Rather than offering any definitive answers to the questions of long run economic growth and dynamics, our new 1910 benchmark estimate serves as a starting point for further investigations based on an industry-of-origin approach. A lot of work remains to be done on improving the quality of time-series of gross output, value added and employment for the nineteenth century, and in many cases the early twentieth century as well. In addition, expanding and improving estimates of service sector productivity is crucial to arrive at a more complete picture of convergence and divergence of income and productivity levels since the industrial revolution.
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Appendix  Primary and secondary sources used to calculate PPPs and estimate comparative labour productivity

UNITED STATES

Purchasing Power Parities (PPP)


Utilities: Bureau of the Census, Thirteenth Census of the United States taken in the year 1910, Volume x, Manufactures 1909, Reports for Principal Industries (Washington 1913); ibid, Census of Electrical Industries 1917, central electric light and power stations (Washington 1920).


Value Added (VA)


Mining: Department of the Interior, United States geological survey, mineral resources of the United States 1910 (Washington 1911).


Services: Obtained by deducting agriculture and industry from total economy.

Labour Force


**UNITED KINGDOM**

**Purchasing Power Parities (PPP)**


Mining: Board of Trade, *Final report on the first census of production of the United Kingdom, 1907* (London 1912).


Manufacturing: Board of Trade, *Final report on the first census of production of the United Kingdom, 1907* (London 1912).


Note: All UVRS based on 1907 prices have been adjusted with the final output deflator from C.H. Feinstein, *Statistical tables of national income, expenditure and output of the UK* (Cambridge 1976) T132.

**Value Added (VA)**


Manufacturing shares: Board of Trade, *Final report on the first census of production of the United Kingdom, 1907* (London 1912).

**Labour Force**


Manufacturing shares: Board of Trade, *Final report on the first census of production of the United Kingdom, 1907* (London 1912).

THE NETHERLANDS

Purchasing Power Parities (PPP)

Agriculture: Departement van Landbouw, Nijverheid en handel, Verslag over den Landbouw in Nederland 1910 (‘s-Gravenhage 1911).


Note: All manufacturing UVRS based on 1913 prices have been adjusted with sector specific wholesale price indices from J.P. Smits, E. Horlings and J.L. van Zanden, Dutch gnp and its components, 1800-1913 (Groningen 2000) 124-53.

Value Added (VA)


Labour Force


Total Population: A. Maddison, Statistics on world population, GDP and per capita GDP, 1-2008 AD (Groningen 2009).

FRANCE

Purchasing Power Parities (PPP)


Note: all UVRs based on 1908 price data have been adjusted with the price index of

Value Added (VA)


\textit{Services:} Obtained by deducting agriculture and industry from total economy.

Labour Force


\textit{Services:} Obtained by deducting agriculture and industry from total labour force.